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Abstract-This technical report explains and documents the
process of implementing a mobile IPv6 testbed using VIA EPIA-
V Mini-ITX based machines running FreeBSD 4.9 and the
development code from the KAME project. The steps taken to
verify the functionality of the testbed have also been
documented.
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I.     INTRODUCTION

The exponentialgrowth of the Internet in recent
yearshasposeda numberof problemsfor engineersto
solve.Everynodethatexpectsto bepublicly visible and
reachableon the Internet must have an IP (Internet
Protocol) addressthat is unique among all the other
publicly visible andreachablenodeson the Internet[1].
When IP wasconceivedand developedin the late 70s,
the designersallocated 32 bits to representan IP
address,which translates to just under 4.3 billion
addresses.No oneexpectedthe Internetto gainasmuch
popularityasit has,and32 bits wasthereforethoughtto
be far more than necessary at the time of inception.

As a result of IPv4's hierarchicaladdressallocation
scheme (subdividing the IPv4 address space into
networksand subnetworks)and phenomenalgrowth in
popularity and scopeof the Internet [2], the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) began work on a
successorto IPv4 in the early 1990s- which becameIP
version6 (IPv6) [3][4]. Although IPv6 retainsthe same
hierarchicaladdressassignmentapproach,its expanded
128bitaddressfields providesubstantialbreathingroom
in the faceof furthergrowth in the numbersof Internet-
attached devices.

Accompanyingthe Internet boom has been a huge
increasein the demandfor mobile communicationsand
services.Mobile phones,for example,arenow not only
usedto makecalls, but sendmessages,pictures,video
content and even check email.

The inclusion of supportfor Mobile IP in the base
IPv6 specification and developmenteffort is another
improvement[5]. Mobile IPv6 grew out of experiences
with Mobile IPv4 [6], itself an attempt to enableIP-
attacheddevicesto migratebetweenphysicalnetworks
without havingto changethepublicly visible IP address
by which they were uniquely known to the rest of the
Internet.

Thepotentialfor mobile IPv6 in applicationssuchas
4th generationmobilephonesandothermobiledevicesis
huge, and as a result of this, a large number of
companies are putting money into research and
development.The KAME project [10], which is the
source of the mobile IPv6 code used to build our testbed,
is a joint venture between6 different companiesin
Japan.

We found the setting up of an experimentalmobile
IPv6 testbedto be quitechallenging.However,with our
documentedsteps,somebasicFreeBSDknowledgeand
some hardware,you too can have your own testbed
running in a couple of hours.

II.     TESTBED LAYOUT

Figure 1 showsthe physical layout for our testbed
and the interface/address information for each host.
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Figure 1. Mobile IPv6 testbed layout
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III.     TESTBED HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

VIA Mini-ITX based systemswere used for the
various devices in the testbed and consisted of:

� VIA EPIA-V series Mini-ITX motherboard [7]
� VIA 800MHz C3 E-Series processor
� On board 10/100 NIC (VT6102 chipset)
� 80 Gig Seagate Barracuda 7200 RPM HDD
� 256 Meg PC133 RAM

Router1, 2 and 3 had an extra NIC addedto their
free PCI slot which was either an Intel 1000MT
(82540em chipset) or an Intel 100/Pro (82559 chipset).

The mobile node had a Cisco Aironet 350 Series
PCMCIA wirelessnetwork card in a PCI to PCMCIA
cradle inserted into its free PCI port.

Two CiscoAironet1200serieswirelessaccesspoints
were used in the testbed.

The switch usedwasan Alloy NS05C5 port Nway
Mini Switch [8].

All NICs (excluding the wireless adapter) were
explicitly configured to run at 10Mbps in full duplex
mode.

All systemsran FreeBSD4.9 [9] as the operating
system.To provide the mobile IPv6 features,we used
the KAME [10] code snap kit dated 22/03/2004for
FreeBSD 4.x series [11].

It should be noted that the KAME softwareis still
underheavydevelopmentandoftenhasfeaturesthatare
not completely implemented,buggy or being changed
from snapkit to snapkit. The KAME newsletter[12]
and mailing lists [13] can provide some help and
information.

IV.    CONFIGURATION

A. The KAME snap kit

Extracting the KAME snap kit from the archive
resultsin the creationof the top level directory“kame”
in which all snap kit related files are placed. The
“INSTALL” file within this directoryis of mostinterest,
asit outlinesthenecessarystepsthatneedto betakento
prepare the system.

As we werebuilding the codefor a new installation
of FreeBSD4.9, the only commandwe neededto issue
was “make TARGET=freebsd4 prepare”.

This createsall thenecessarysymboliclinks to build
a kernel from the FreeBSD and KAME source trees.

The newly created directory named “freebsd4”
containsan “INSTALL” file that walks you thoughthe
rest of the process, which includes rebuilding the
FreeBSD kernel and building the KAME userland
applications.

B. FreeBSD 4.9 kernel

We rebuilt the FreeBSD kernel using a modified
versionof the default GENERIC.KAME configuration
file that came with the snap kit.

As the VIA processorsusedwere i686 equivalents,
we removed kernel support for i386, i486 and i586
processors, as it was suggested in the kernel
configurationoptionsfile “LINT” thatdoing this would
makesomepartsof thesystemrun faster.Wealsoadded
the kernel options “options MIP6”, “options
MIP6_DEBUG”, “device acpica” and “options
HZ=1000” for all machines.

Thehomeagaent(HA) wascompiledwith theadded
option “options MIP6_HOME_AGENT”.

Themobilenode(MN) wascompiledwith theadded
options“options MIP6_MOBILE_NODE” and“options
hif 1”.

Interestingly, the KAME source code would
automaticallyconfigure the IPv6 addressof the hif0
interfaceto usetheonboardNIC's MAC addressinstead
of theCiscoWirelessCard'sMAC address,eventhough
the NIC had not been activated or configured. As a
resultof this finding, we had to removekernelsupport
for the on board VIA ethernetNIC on the MN. A
loadablekernelmodulefor the VIA NIC is providedin
/modules/if_vr.koandcanbeexplicitly loadedusingthe
“kldload” commandafter the boot sequenceif support
for the on board NIC is required. Following this
procedure will eliminate the observed problem.

C. FreeBSD rc files

We backedup /etc/rc.network6 and copied the
KAME suppliedversionof this script and rc.mobileip6
from
/<path_to_unziped_kame_snapshot>/kame/freebsd4
/etc to /etc . The contentsof the rc.conf files for the
different machinesareshownin Appendix1. Note that
addingthe “PATH=... ” statementis importantto ensure
that KAME binaries located in /usr/local/v6/{bin,
sbin} are used in preferenceto any other system
binaries with the same name.

We discoveredtwo errors in the rc.mobileip6 file
supplied as part of the snap kit. Line 101 reads:
prefix='expr “$home_prefix” : “\(.*\)::/.*”' ,
wherehome_prefix containsthe list of home prefixes
given in the rc.conf option
“ ipv6_mobile_home_prefixes= ”. This does not
functionasit wassupposedto andneededto bechanged
to: prefix='expr “$home_prefix” : “\(.*::\)”' . 

Line 103 reads: ifconfig
${ipv6_mobile_home_link} inet6
${prefix}:fdff:ffff:ffff:fffe prefixlen 64
anycast alias

As prefix alreadycontainsthe ::, the line shouldbe
changed to: ifconfig ${ipv6_mobile_home_link}
inet6 ${prefix}fdff:ffff:ffff:fffe prefixlen
64 anycast alias .

D. The Router Advertisement Daemon: rtadvd

Rtadvd is responsible for sending out router
advertisements to aid in the automatic address
configuration processesimplementedas part of IPv6.
Rtadvdsendsrouter advertisementsat 200-600second
intervalsby default.For a wired, fairly staticLA,N this
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is completely acceptable. However, mobile nodes use
router advertisements to realise that they have moved
from one network to another. As such, the speed with
which they get advertisements will affect the amount of
time a mobile node is unreachable because of expired
routing information.

As a result of this, we decreased the router
advertisement time period to 4-6 seconds as
recommended in the KAME newsletter dated 20031007
[14]. We created the file
/usr/local/etc/rtadvd.conf and added the lines:

vr0:\

:maxinterval#6:mininterval#4:

The HA rc.mobileip6 needed line 107 which reads:
rtadvd -m ${ipv6_mobile_home_link} changed to:
rtadvd -c /usr/local/etc/rtadvd.conf -m
${ipv6_mobile_home_link}.

The FA required an executable script placed in
/usr/local/etc/rc.d/<scriptname>.sh with the
line: rtadvd -c /usr/local/etc/rtadvd.conf -m
vr0 added to it.

E. IPSec

Initially, we attempted to use the IP Security protocol
for HA to MN tunneling and vice versa. It functioned
correctly where conversation between the HA and MN
was concerned. However, when an outside source
attempted to ping the MN when it was not at home, the
echo reply would arrive from the MN to the HA in
encrypted form and then be sent to the corresponding
node with the encryption still in place. This resulted in
the corresponding node being unable to “see” the echo
reply and therefore resulted in unsuccessful pinging. 

Owing to time considerations, we did not pursue the
cause of this behaviour. We suspect that IPSec needed to
be configured on the corresponding node, as IPSec is
supposed to be used end to end which means traffic
from the MN to the CN should be encrypted as well as
traffic between the HA and MN. However, we will
briefly document the steps involved in getting the IPSec
tunneling working, which came from a KAME
newsletter article [14].

After creating the directories
/usr/local/v6/etc/mobileip6 and
/usr/local/v6/mobileip6/<node_name>, create a file
named config in the
/usr/local/v6/mobileip6/<node_name>/ directory.
Appendix 2 includes a copy of our config file. Note that
the hmac-sha1 authentication algorithm uses a 160 bit
keylength i.e. 20 characters x 8 bits per character.

Issuing the command makeconfig.sh <node_name>
should result in a number of files being created in the
working directory.

Modifying the /etc/rc.conf file by replacing the line
ipv6_mobile_security_enable="NO" with
ipv6_mobile_config_dir="/usr/local/v6/etc/mobi
leip6" will result in the use of the generated IPSec files
from the previous step.

F. Cisco Aironet 1200 Series Wireless Access Point

A Cisco serial cable and RJ-45 to DB9 connector
were used to connect each AP to the serial port of a host
machine on the network. By using the “tip” command
e.g. tip com1, we were able to access the console
interface of the AP and configure it from our FreeBSD
host. The output of the show run command from each
of the APs is given in Appendix 3.

V.    VERIFYING THE TESTBED

There are a number of KAME userland utilities that
are provided to configure and examine the state of IPv6
and mobile IPv6. These tools are located in
/usr/local/v6/bin and /usr/local/v6/sbin.

A. Mip6control

This tool resides in /usr/local/v6/sbin and is
probably the most useful for examining what the mobile
IP code is actually doing. “man mip6control” will list
the available command line options (although we found
one option listed in the man page to have been removed
from the binary, which goes to show that the
documentation is often behind the code). For verifying
mobile node functions, the -a and -b options show the
home/foreign agents list and binding update list
respectively.

For verifying the functions of all other nodes, the -c
option shows the binding cache list.

B. Mip6stat

This tool resides in /usr/local/v6/sbin and is
useful to simply verify that mobility related packets are
being sent and received by the node in question.

C. Ping6

This tool resides in /usr/local/v6/sbin and can be
used to test the end to end network connectivity between
two IPv6 hosts. 

D. Ifconfig

This tool resides in /usr/local/v6/sbin and is used
to view/modify the local network interface configuration
settings.

E. Useful tests

The most obvious question is how to trigger a
mobility event to occur, such as the MN moving from
the home network to the foreign network. We found the
simplest way to do this was by issuing the command:
ifconfig an0 ssid “magicap2” on the mobile node.
This resulted in a binding update event occurring once a
router solicitation from the foreign router had been
received.

Once the transition to the new network has been
made, issuing the command ifconfig on the mobile
node shows 2 changes from when the node was on the
home network. Hif0 has the mobile node's home IPv6
address (that an0 had when the mobile node was at
home) and an0 now has the same host address as before
but with the prefix of the foreign network. Mip6control
-a will now show an entry for the home agent marked
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“Home” and an entry for the foreign network marked
“Foreign”. Mip6control -b shows a binding update
entry for the address of the home agent.

Mip6control -c on the home agent lists a binding
cache entry for the mobile node's home address with
CoA address being the new address of an0 on the mobile
node.

Running mip6stat on either node will display a
summary list of the mobility headers being exchanged
between the nodes.

Pinging from a non mobile IPv6 aware node to the
mobile node while it is at home should be successful.
Whilst still pinging, change the mobile node over to the
foreign network and a break in ping activity for a
number of seconds will be observed while the mobile
node reconfigures itself, followed by the resumption of
ping activity.

Tcpdump [15] is also extremely useful for observing
the traffic flowing through an interface. Tcpdump -i
<interface> ip6 will display only IPv6 traffic,
which is obviously desired for our purposes.

VI.    CONCLUSION

By installing FreeBSD 4.9 and the KAME project's
code snap kit dated 22/03/04 on 4 VIA EPIA-V Mini-
ITX based machines, we were able to construct a
functional, IPv6 and mobile IPv6 testbed. We were able
to trigger mobile IPv6 hand over events by switching the
ssid that the MN was associated with, which resulted in
the MN being placed on a foreign network. By tuning
the router advertisement behaviour of both the HA and
FA, we were able to improve the speed with which hand
over events occurred, thus reducing the amount of time
the mobile node was unreachable. We were able to
document the steps taken to create the working testbed
and verify it worked correctly. The heavy development
of the KAME project code tree means some of the steps
outlined in this document may not be completely
relevant if you are using a much newer or older snap kit.
Always read the documentation (namely the INSTALL
files in the snap kit) to get the most up to date
information. 
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APPENDIX 1
rc.conf for Router 1:

hostname="magic1.caia.swin.edu.au"

ifconfig_vr0="media 10baseT/UTP mediaopt full-

duplex"

ifconfig_em0="media 10baseT/UTP mediaopt full-

duplex"

gateway_enable="YES"

kern_securelevel_enable="NO"

saver="logo"

linux_enable="YES"

moused_enable="YES"

nfs_reserved_port_only="YES"

sendmail_enable="NONE"

sshd_enable="YES"

usbd_enable="YES"

PATH=/usr/local/v6/sbin:/usr/local/v6/bin:${PATH}

ipv6_enable="YES"

ipv6_gateway_enable="YES"

ipv6_network_interfaces="vr0 em0"

ipv6_ifconfig_em0_alias0="aaaa::1 prefixlen 64"

ipv6_ifconfig_vr0_alias0="bbbb::1 prefixlen 64"

ipv6_static_routes="1 2"

ipv6_route_1="cccc:: -prefixlen 64 bbbb::2"

ipv6_route_2="dddd:: -prefixlen 64 bbbb::3"

ipv6_mobile_enable="YES"

ipv6_mobile_debug_enable="YES"

ipv6_mobile_security_enable="NO"

rc.conf for HA:

gateway_enable="YES"

hostname="magic2.caia.swin.edu.au"

ifconfig_vr0="media 10baseT/UTP mediaopt full-

duplex"
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ifconfig_fxp0="media 10baseT/UTP mediaopt full-

duplex"

saver="logo"

kern_securelevel_enable="NO"

linux_enable="YES"

moused_enable="YES"

nfs_reserved_port_only="YES"

sendmail_enable="NONE"

sshd_enable="YES"

usbd_enable="YES"

PATH=/usr/local/v6/sbin:/usr/local/v6/bin:${PATH}

ipv6_enable="YES"

ipv6_gateway_enable="YES"

ipv6_network_interfaces="fxp0 vr0"

ipv6_ifconfig_fxp0_alias0="bbbb::2 prefixlen 64"

ipv6_ifconfig_vr0_alias0="cccc::1 prefixlen 64"

ipv6_static_routes="1 2"

ipv6_route_1="dddd:: -prefixlen 64 bbbb::3"

ipv6_route_2="aaaa:: -prefixlen 64 bbbb::1"

ipv6_mobile_enable="YES"

ipv6_mobile_debug_enable="YES"

ipv6_mobile_security_enable="NO"

ipv6_mobile_nodetype="HOME_AGENT"

ipv6_mobile_home_link="vr0"

ipv6_mobile_home_prefixes="cccc::/64"

rc.conf for FA:

gateway_enable="YES"

hostname="magic3.caia.swin.edu.au"

ifconfig_vr0="media 10baseT/UTP mediaopt full-

duplex"

ifconfig_em0="media 10baseT/UTP mediaopt full-

duplex"

saver="logo"

kern_securelevel_enable="NO"

linux_enable="YES"

moused_enable="YES"

nfs_reserved_port_only="YES"

sendmail_enable="NONE"

sshd_enable="YES"

usbd_enable="YES"

PATH=/usr/local/v6/sbin:/usr/local/v6/bin:${PATH}

ipv6_enable="YES"

ipv6_gateway_enable="YES"

ipv6_network_interfaces="em0 vr0"

ipv6_static_routes="1 2"

ipv6_route_1="aaaa:: -prefixlen 64 bbbb::1"

ipv6_route_2="cccc:: -prefixlen 64 bbbb::2"

ipv6_ifconfig_em0_alias0="bbbb::3 prefixlen 64"

ipv6_ifconfig_vr0_alias0="dddd::1 prefixlen 64"

ipv6_mobile_enable="YES"

ipv6_mobile_debug_enable="YES"

ipv6_mobile_security_enable="NO"

rc.conf for MN:

hostname="magic4.caia.swin.edu.au"

kern_securelevel_enable="NO"

saver="logo"

linux_enable="YES"

moused_enable="YES"

nfs_reserved_port_only="YES"

sendmail_enable="NONE"

sshd_enable="YES"

usbd_enable="YES"

PATH=/usr/local/v6/sbin:/usr/local/v6/bin:${PATH}

pccard_enable="YES"

ipv6_enable="YES"

ipv6_network_interfaces="an0 hif0"

pccard_ifconfig="ssid magicap1"

ifconfig_hif0="up"

ipv6_mobile_enable="YES"

ipv6_mobile_debug_enable="YES"

ipv6_mobile_security_enable="NO"

ipv6_mobile_nodetype="MOBILE_NODE"

ipv6_mobile_home_prefixes="cccc::/64"

APPENDIX 2
Contents of /usr/local/v6/etc/mobileip6/HA1/config:

mobile_node="cccc::28ff:fe46:4ec9"

home_agent="cccc::1"

transport_spi_mn_to_ha=2000

transport_spi_ha_to_mn=2001

transport_protocol=esp

transport_esp_algorithm=blowfish-cbc

transport_esp_secret='"magic"'

transport_auth_algorithm=hmac-sha1
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transport_auth_secret='"abcdefghijklmnopqrst"'

tunnel_spi_mn_to_ha=2002

tunnel_spi_ha_to_mn=2003

tunnel_uid_mn_to_ha=2002

tunnel_uid_ha_to_mn=2003

tunnel_esp_algorithm=blowfish-cbc

tunnel_esp_secret='"magic"'

tunnel_auth_algorithm=hmac-sha1

tunnel_auth_secret='"abcdefghijklmnopqrst"'

APPENDIX 3
AP1 show run output:

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 1662 bytes

!

version 12.2

no service pad

service timestamps debug datetime msec

service timestamps log datetime msec

service password-encryption

!

hostname magicap1

!

enable secret 5 $1$K6fT$9ZlUUnozsLVA5yVh4r3Aw0

!

username Cisco password 7 047802150C2E

ip subnet-zero

!

!

bridge irb

!

!

interface Dot11Radio0

 no ip address

 no ip route-cache

 !

 ssid magicap1

    authentication open

    guest-mode

 !

 speed basic-1.0 basic-2.0 basic-5.5 basic-11.0

 rts threshold 2312

 channel 2412

 station-role root

 bridge-group 1

 bridge-group 1 subscriber-loop-control

 bridge-group 1 block-unknown-source

 no bridge-group 1 source-learning

 no bridge-group 1 unicast-flooding

 bridge-group 1 spanning-disabled

!

interface Dot11Radio1

 no ip address

 no ip route-cache

 shutdown

 !

 ssid magicap1

    authentication open

    guest-mode

 !

 speed basic-6.0 9.0 basic-12.0 18.0 basic-24.0

36.0 48.0 54.0

 rts threshold 2312

 station-role root

 bridge-group 1

 bridge-group 1 subscriber-loop-control

 bridge-group 1 block-unknown-source

 no bridge-group 1 source-learning

 no bridge-group 1 unicast-flooding

 bridge-group 1 spanning-disabled

!

interface FastEthernet0

 no ip address

 no ip route-cache

 speed 10

 full-duplex

 bridge-group 1

 no bridge-group 1 source-learning

 bridge-group 1 spanning-disabled

!

interface BVI1

 ip address 192.168.100.1 255.255.255.0

 no ip route-cache

!

ip http server
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ip http help-path

http://www.cisco.com/warp/public/779/smbiz/prodconfi

g/help/eag/ivory/1100

cdp timer 5

no cdp run

bridge 1 route ip

!

!

line con 0

 password 7 13261E010803

 login

line vty 0 4

 password 7 13261E010803

 login

line vty 5 15

 password 7 062506324F41

 login

!

end

AP2 show run output:

Building configuration...

Current configuration : 1657 bytes

!

version 12.2

no service pad

service timestamps debug datetime msec

service timestamps log datetime msec

service password-encryption

!

hostname magicap2

!

enable secret 5 $1$zLEF$mZs5.d.n1teyILMkzmR420

!

username Cisco password 7 00271A150754

ip subnet-zero

!

!

bridge irb

!

!

interface Dot11Radio0

 no ip address

 no ip route-cache

 !

 ssid magicap2

    authentication open

    guest-mode

 !

 speed basic-1.0 basic-2.0 basic-5.5 basic-11.0

 rts threshold 2312

 channel 2412

 station-role root

 bridge-group 1

 bridge-group 1 subscriber-loop-control

 bridge-group 1 block-unknown-source

 no bridge-group 1 source-learning

 no bridge-group 1 unicast-flooding

 bridge-group 1 spanning-disabled

!

interface Dot11Radio1

 no ip address

 no ip route-cache

 shutdown

 !

 ssid magicap2

    authentication open

    guest-mode

 !

 speed basic-6.0 9.0 basic-12.0 18.0 basic-24.0

36.0 48.0 54.0

 rts threshold 2312

 station-role root

 bridge-group 1

 bridge-group 1 subscriber-loop-control

 bridge-group 1 block-unknown-source

 no bridge-group 1 source-learning

 no bridge-group 1 unicast-flooding

 bridge-group 1 spanning-disabled

!

interface FastEthernet0

 no ip address

 no ip route-cache

 speed 10

 full-duplex

 bridge-group 1
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 no bridge-group 1 source-learning

 bridge-group 1 spanning-disabled

!

interface BVI1

 ip address 10.0.0.1 255.255.255.0

 no ip route-cache

!

ip http server

ip http help-path

http://www.cisco.com/warp/public/779/smbiz/prodconfi

g/help/eag/ivory/1100

cdp timer 5

no cdp run

bridge 1 route ip

!

!

line con 0

 password 7 13261E010803

 login

line vty 0 4

 password 7 047802150C2E

 login

line vty 5 15

 password 7 096F471A1A0A

 login

!

end
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